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Abstract

Generative adversarial networks are traditionally used to generate data
for itself (super resolution, procedural texture) or for helping training
tasks (semi supervised training, zero shot learning, adversarial loss). In
this paper, we aim to generate testing data.

At first glance, this may seem useless because these data will require
human annotation to ensure their relevancy and correct classes. But this
human annotation is the main lock in many domains where there is a
profusion of data (remote sensing, youtube video ...).

Yet, the main idea of the offered framework is to sample especially
in the low confidence area of a targeted model. This way, the human
annotation cost is focused on hard samples.

Despite this framework does not allow to mitigate the issue of false
output with high confidence, it may be an interesting to tackle the rare
event probability problem of estimating error probability in low confidence
area of a targeted network.

1 Introduction

Deep learning [5] raising after [4] is due to the performance reached by these
models on classical tasks like image classification. But, it is also due to the
facility to adapt such model for some not classical tasks e.g. deep network
allows a rise in semantic segmentation [12] just by tricking last layers of classical
networks.

An other task which has been more or less successfully tackled is data gen-
eration. Indeed, using generative adversarial networks [3], one can generate
somehow realistic image.

Such data generation ability is mainly considered for the data itself e.g.
super resolution [6] or procedural texture [13]. More recently, GAN framework
has been used for adversarial loss [8], zero shot learning [1], or, semi supervised
learning [14].

But, today GAN has never been used to generate testing images. This is
not surprising, because, data itself can not be used in testing dataset: data
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has to be annotated (both from semantic point of view and to be sure that the
data deserves to be processed). Yet, the cost to annotate the data is the main
issue ! Indeed, there is profusion of data in many domain such as low resolution
earth observation (4To of sentinel2 data are released by ESA every day). So,
generating data is not relevant as it.

Yet, in this paper, we argue that generating hard data is both feasible and
relevant. It is feasible by forcing the GAN to generated both realistic and
targeted-model-low-confidence data. And, it is relevant because evaluating a
good deep network is somehow dealing with a rare event probability estimation
[9].

Indeed, in context of certification of perception software for critical applica-
tion, probability error1 will be required to be very low - typically 10−8. Yet,
performing a statistical test to measure such low probability straightforwardly
required a very large set of annotated data. In this context, biasing the sam-
pling toward data which may contain the error is relevant. Unfortunately, this
is not trivial in machine learning setting. An approximation is to bias the sam-
pling toward data on with the targeted model has low confidence. This may
obviously forget samples which may be wrongly classified with high confidence.
Yet, empirically, samples with high confidence (except under adversarial attack
setting [11, 10] and/or data poisoning [2]) have lower probability to be wrongly
classified. Currently, in detection setting, the standard academic metric [7]
(mean average precision) even measures the agreement between confidence and
correctness instead of probability of failures. So, biasing the sampling toward
data on with the targeted model has low confidence may already be an advance
into generating cheaper testing datasets.

2 GAN for sampling in low confidence area

The global pipeline of our framework aiming to generate hard and annotated
testing samples is presented in figure 1.

The global idea is to have a GAN module generating data on which the
targeted network has low confidence. This can be tested on the fly, so it is
possible to reject any data for which targeted network has not a low confidence.
It is even possible to update the seed of the generated data by gradient descent
to fasten the generation of hard (i.e. low confidence for the targeted network)
data.

On the other hand, the GAN module is trained under adversarial network
setting, so offered data can be checked by the discriminator (and rejected if
discriminator considers the image as fake).

This way, only hard image considered as true by the discriminator are se-
lected. Then, human should review the image, and, provides two information2:

1Today, probability error of software is required to be 0, but, this is unrealistic for ambigu-
ous objective software like perception software. So, perception software may at some point
just be required to have a low empirical error rate.

2We assume an image without class is not realistic. Also, it is either possible to generate
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Figure 1: Overview of our pipeline to generate additional hard and annotated
testing samples.

is the image is realistic ?, and, what is the real class of the image ?. If the
human rejects the image, it means that the discriminator has failed, and, thus
that the discriminator should be updated.

Now, when the human accepts the image, it means that the framework has
generated additional hard data for the testing set (with low human effort is
discriminator is efficient).

Experimental experiments should now be conducted to assess if such pro-
cess is able to make the empirical error estimator converging faster than naive
estimator. This can be done using a very large testing dataset by comparing
estimator measured on k% of the testing data sampled uniformly, or, the same
amount of data generated by the framework.
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